No matter how demanding the working environment is, our closed, flexible containers ensure that your lubricants and greases remain clean and fresh to the very last drop.

www.fluid-bag.com
Fluid-Bag for efficiency

Have you ever thought about

how to reduce residual grease in discharged containers ensuring you use what you paid for?

Or how to

ensure lubricant quality and cleanliness devoid of particles, dust, rust or dirt and avoid costly wear & tear and maintenance downtime?

We know how!
Fluid-Bag for lubricants and greases

**FLUID–BAG keeps your lubes and greases clean while preserving product quality**

The FLUID–BAG provides a closed system which is retained during the entire logistics chain. No risk of particle or moisture contamination.

**As safe and reliable as a rigid container but with many added advantages and cost savings**

A 1000 l FLUID–BAG inner container weighs only 5 kg but is able to carry up to 2200 kg. It will resist forklift damage and being dropped from 60 cm height. Rough treatment is no match for a FLUID–BAG!

**Use all the lubricant you pay for**

With FLUID–BAG you have 4 to 10 times less grease residue than in typical 200 litre drums:
- residue using FLUID–BAG: 5–10 kg/1000 l
- residue using 200 litre drums: 20–50 kg/1000 l
(Tests performed with NLGI 3 grease)

A FLUID–BAG equals 4–5 drums, which simplifies handling and transport and reduces storage space.

Fluid-Bag can be used in steel works... or wherever efficient lubrication is needed.
The FLUID-BAG

is an innovative solution for the efficient handling and transportation of lubes and greases, suitable for use in the most demanding environments.

The one-way system

Fluid-Bag FLEXI eliminates return freight. The single-use inner container does away with the costs associated with cleaning and maintenance of other container types.
The major lubricant and grease manufacturers have used Fluid-Bags for over 25 years.

Case history: Ruukki

The Finnish Rautaruukki corporation manufactures metal-based components and integrated systems for the construction and engineering industries under the Ruukki marketing name.

Ruuikki Raahe steel works specializes in hot rolled plates and strip. Raahe steel works uses lubricating grease, which is mainly dispensed through Fluid-Bag discharging stations.

Fluid-Bag has proven unbeatable as a grease package due to the high level of purity provided. Raahe steel works has used Fluid-Bags for over 20 years. Avoidance of contamination in the lubricants has resulted in a significant reduction in greasing.
Fluid-Bag Ltd.
A Finnish company

which since the 80’s has provided 900 and 1000 litre flexible container systems, perfectly suited for sensitive and high-viscous liquids, pastes and semi-solids.

Fluid-Bag offers two IBC solutions:
FLEXI, based on a wooden pallet and
MULTI, with a multi trip galvanised steel pallet.

Fluid-Bag’s containers are successfully used by major international lubricant manufacturers. The containers can be used to transport greases, oils, lubricants and other types of water-based liquid and semi-solid products.